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laims

urrently amended) A methdd for using a system for on-line recruitment comprising the

receiving over a network from a computer terminal an individual's on-line consent to an

electronic agreement relating to the release of at least one of medical and personal personally

identifying information.

2. (Original) A method in apcordance with claim 1, wherein the electronic agreement is a

click wrap consent agreement.

3. (Currently Amended| Af/t^thod in accordance with claim 1, further comprising

generating an electronic survey form to be displayed at the computer termmal , m response to receipt

of the individuaFs consent to thl ellctronic agreement .

4. (Currently amended; A method in accordance with claim 3, wherein the electronic survey

I

form comprises at least one oflpersonal personally identifying and medical related questions.

5. (Previously amended) A method in accordance with claim 3, further comprising

encrypting data entered by tme individual in response to the survey form.
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6. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 5, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted data to a secure server via the network. /

/
//

//

7. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 6, wherein the network is one of an

Internet, world wide web, intranet, local area q'etwork, wide area network, and wireless

communication network.

8. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 6, further comprising decrypting the data

received at said secure server.

9. (Original) A method in accordance wHh claim 8, further comprising storing the decrypted

^data in a first memory device associated withysaid secure server.

10. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 9, further comprising processing the

decrypted data retrieved fi'om the first mem<

11. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 10, further comprising encrypting the

processed data.
//

12. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 11, further comprising replacing the

I'

decrypted data in the first membry device with the encrypted processed data.

I
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13. (Original) A method in accordairce with claim 12, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted processed data from said secure server to a central office.

14. (Original) A method in accofflance with claim 13, further comprising storing the

encrypted processed data in a second memory device associated with said central office.

15. (Currently amended) A method in accordance with claim 14, wherein in response to a

request from an authorized individual! further comprising the steps of:

in response to a request fromjan authorized individual, retrieving the encrypted processed

data from the second memory device; and

decrypting the retrieved encryptedmrocessed data from the second memory device.

16. (Previously amended)? A Snethod in accord^^with claim 1, further comprising

generating a certificate to verifyttranimission betw^M the individual and the secure server.

17. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 3, wherein the computer terminal

employs a web browser capable of supporting a secure socket layer protocol.

18. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 8, further comprising ensuring that

decrypted data stored at saiM secure server is not accessed by unauthorized personnel.
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19. (Original) A method in accordande with claim 18, wherein said ensuring step comprises

at least one of limiting access to said secure server to a minimum number of authorized personnel,

identifying as authorized personnel only tnptworthy employees, and devising and implementing

procedures to ensure that only authorized personnel gain access to the decrypted data.

20. (Previously amended) A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising

generating using said secure server an electronic opt-out form to be displayed on the computer

terminal to remove the individual's name from a list of consenting individuals.

21. (Original) A method in iccdr^cc with claim 1, wherein the electronic agreement

satisfies all federal, state, and local mljes, (^dinances and regulations.

N^VJ' 22. (Original) A method m accOTa^ce with claim 11, wherein said secure server encrypts

the data based on a shareware encryption protocol.

23. (Currently amended) The method in accordance with claim 2^22, wherein said

shareware encryption protocoljis Pretty Good Privacy.

24. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 15, wherein said decryption of the

I
retrieved encrypted data from the second memory device is performed using encryption keys stored

on a disk kept under physicll surveillance.
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25. (Currently amended) A method for/ising a system for on-line recruitment comprising

the step of:

providing on-line consent by an indiiJ^idual at a computer terminal to an electronic agreement

relating to the release of at least one of medical and personal personally identifying information.

26. (Original) A method in accj)rdance with claim 25, wherein the electronic agreement is a

click wrap consent agreement.

27. (Currently amended) ^method in accordance with claim 25, further comprisingT^fier

providing consent to the electronic agreement, responding at the individual's computer terminal to

information solicited in an electronic^i/rvfy form.

28. (Currently amendea)lA method m^ccordance with claim 27, wherein the electronic

survey form comprises at least o^^fggrronal personally identifying and medical related questions.

29. (Previously amended) A method in accordance with claim 27, wherein the electronic

survey form is received hi the individual's computer terminal via a network.

30. (Original) A method in accordance with claim 29, wherein the network is one of an

bitemet, world widel web, Intranet, local area network, wide area network, and wireless

communications network.
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31. (Currently amended) A system for/on-line recruitment over a network comprising:

a secure server generating an electronic agreement; and

at least one computer terminal on which is displayed the electronic agreement, said at least

one computer terminal used by an individual to provide consent to said electronic agreement te to

release at least one of medical and personally identifying data, said secure server and said at least

one computer terminal being connected vi'a the network.

32. (Currently amended) A system in accordance with claim 31, wherein said secure server^

in response to the individual consentinjg to the electronic agreement, generates an electronic survey

form at said at least one computer terminal

33. (Currently amended)

survey form comprises at least onCipf^

m accordance with claim 32, wherein the electronic

onallv identifying and medical related questions.

34. (Currently amended)// A system in accordance with claim 33, wherein said at least one

computer terminal is used to enter at least one of personal personally identifving and medical data in

response to the questions in the|electronic survey form.

35. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 34, wherein said at least one computer

terminal includes web brows^er software for encrypting the response data entered at said at least one

computer terminal.

V
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36. (Original) A system in accordaruce with claim 35, wherein said encrypted response data

is received by said secure server from said at least one computer terminal via the network.

37. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 36, wherein said secure server decrypts

the encrypted response data.

38. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 37, wherein said secure server includes a

first memory device for storing the decrypted response data.

39. (Original) A system in|accGmanJe with claim 38, wherein said secure server processes

the decrypted response data retrieved i^ofn sdid first memo^ device

40. (Original) A system^ in accordanpe with claim 39, wherein said secure server encrypts

the processed data.

41. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 40, wherein said secure server replaces the

decrypted response data in said first memory device with said encrypted processed data.

42. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 41, further comprising a central office

I
connected to said secure server.
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43. (Original) A system in accordance with jplaim 42, wherein said secure server and central

office are a single device at the same location.

44. (Original) A system in accordance/with claim 43, wherein said central office receives

the encrypted processed data transmitted from said secure server.

45. (Currently amended) A system in accordance with claim 44t^ wherein said central office

includes a second memory device for storing the encrypted processed data.

brdance with claim 45, wherein in response to a

J'
*

further comprising said central office , in response

46. (Currently amended) A syst

request from an authorized individual the/s

to a request from an authorized indivi

encrypted processed data from said seeonl memory de^e

al, retrieves and^ecrypts retrieving and decrypting the

47. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 35, wherein said web browser software is

I
capable of supporting a secure socket layer protocol.

48. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 46, wherein said secure server ensures that

I
the decrypted processed data is not accessed by unauthorized personnel.

49. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 48, wherein said secure server ensures that

the decrypted processed data is not accessed by unauthorized personnel by limiting access to said

secure server to a minimum number of authorized personnel.
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50. (Previously amended) A system in accordance with claim 31, wherein said secure server

generates an electronic opt-out form on said at least one computer terminal to remove an

individual's name from a list of consenting indwiduals.

51. (Currently amended) A systemf/ in accordance with claim 31, wherein said electronic

agreement satisfies all federal, state and local laws and regulations concerning dissemination of

medical, health and personal personally identifying information.

52. (Original) A system in accordance with claim 31, wherein said network is one of an

^ Internet, world wide web, Intranet, //IqJbgT %-ea network, wide area network, and wireless

communication network.

53. (Currently amended) A met

step of receiving the end user's selec|Son o

trials to volunteer as a potential candidate.

dance with claim 62 i, further comprising the

ast one from a list of a plurality of possible clinical

54. (Original) A method? in accordance with claim 53, further comprising the step of

permitting access of at least one (|f medical and personal personally identifying information only by

representatives of the selected clinical trials.

55. (Previously added| A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein the on-line

recruitment is of candidates foriclinical trials and the individual is an end user.
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56. (Previously added) A method in accordance with claim 55, wherein the electronic

agreement relates to volunteering as a potential candidate for a clinical trial.

57. (Previously added) A method m accordance with claim 56, further comprising

generating using said secure server an electronic opt-out form to be displayed on the computer

terminal to remove the end user's name fron^'/a list of volunteers as possible candidates for clinical

trials.

58. (Previously added) A method in mcor^cQ with claim 25, wherein the on-hne

< recruitment is of candidates for clinical triils a^tfe individual is an end user.

59. (Previously added) A methoc

agreement relates to volunteering as a poteni

in accordance wr^ claim 58, wherein the electronic

ial candidate for a clinical trial.

60. (Previously added) A system in accordance with claim 31, wherein the on-line

recruitment is of candidates for clinical trials and the individual is an end user.

61. (Previously added) A| system in accordance with claim 60, wherein the electronic

agreement relates to volunteering as a potential candidate for a clinical trial.

62. (Previously added) A! system in accordance with claim 61, wherein said secure server

generates an electronic opt-out fJim on said at least one computer terminal to remove a volunteer's

name as a possible candidate for llinical trials.
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63. (New) A method in accordance with cPaim 3 further comprising displaying the electronic

survey form in response to receipt of the individiMl's consent to the electronic agreement.

64. (New) A method in accordance wi|h claim 15 wherein the authorized individual reviews

the encrypted processed data and selects a popntial candidate volunteer as a potential candidate, the

method comprising:

communicating to the potential candidate volunteer the selection as the potential candidate.

65. (New) A method in accordance with claim 64 wherein the communication comprises

one of:

(a) the central office contacting

the authorized individual to contact theroo

(b) the central office providing the authorized indb/idual with contact information for the

potential candidate and the authorize(j/inc ividual communi'cating with the potential candidate; and

tial candidate in order to request permission for

didate;

(c) the central office cbmmuni^ariiig^o the potential candidate the selection and

providing contact information for /the potential candidate to initiate contact with the one of the

authorized individual and an employee of the clinical trial associated with the authorized individual.

66. (New) The method of/claim 1 wherein the personally identifying information is one of

name, address, telephone number, e-mail address and name with birth date.

67. (New) A method

electronic survey form in respo

in accordance with claim 27 further comprising displaying the

se to receipt of the individual's consent to the electronic agreement.
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68. (New) The method of claim 25 wherein me personally identifying information is one of

name, address, telephone number, e-mail address arrd name with birth date.

69. (New) A system in accordance with claim 32 wherein said secure server generates the

electronic survey in response to the individual (Jonsenting to the electronic agreement.

70. (New) A system in accordance with claim 46 wherein the authorized individual reviews

the encrypted processed data and selects a potential candidate volunteer as a potential candidate, the

system further comprising:

the potential candidate volunteer receiyn^ a ci

as the potential candidate.

71. (New) A system in accordance

of:

unication informing him of his selection

herein the communication comprises one

(a) the central office contacting the potential candidate in order to request permission for the

authorized individual to contact the potential candidate;

(b) the central office providing the authorized individual with contact information for the

I
potential candidate and the authorized individual communicating with the potential candidate; and

(c) the central office comiriunicating to the potential candidate the selection and providing

contact information for the potential candidate to initiate contact with the one of the authorized

individual and an employee of tli^plinical trial associated with the authorized individual.
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72. (New) The system of claim 31 wherein ttfe personally identifying information is one of

name, address, telephone number, e-mail address andyname with birth date.

73. (New) A method for using a system^for on-line recruitment of candidates for clinical

trials comprising the step of:

receiving over a network from a computer terminal an individual's on-line consent to an

electronic agreement for volunteering for consileration as a potential candidate for one of a potential

clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress.

74. (New) The method of claim
|3

volunteering for consideration as a potentia]

multiple clinical trials in progress.

;gin the electronic agreement further comprises

for one of multiple potential clinical trials and

75. (New) A method in accoroancl

click wrap consent agreement.

fwherein the electronic agreement is a

76. (New) A method in accordance with claim 73, further comprising generating an

electronic survey form to be displayed at the computer terminal.

77. (New) A method in| accordance with claim 76 further comprising displaying the

electronic survey form in responseito receipt of the individual's consent to the electronic agreement.
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78. (New) A method in accordance with ilaim 76, wherein the electronic survey form

comprises at least one of information and medical i^lated questions.

79. (New) A method in accordance Mth claim 76, further comprising encrypting data

entered by the individual in response to the suwey form.

/
80. (New) A method in accordanje with claim 79, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted data to a secure server via the network.

81. (New) A method in accordance with claim 80, wherein the network is one of an Internet,

world wide web, intranet, local area netwo|k,_wide area network, and wireless communication

network.

82. (New) A method in ac^ordanc

received at said secure server.

(further comprising decrypting the data

83. (New) A method in /accordance with claim 82, further comprising storing the decrypted

data in a first memory device associated with said secure server.

84. (New) A method in accordance with claim 83, further comprising processing the

decrypted data retrieved frorl the first memory device.
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85. (New) A method in accordance with/claim 84, further comprising encrypting the

processed data.

86. (New) A method in accordance with claim 85, further comprising replacing the

decrypted data in the first memory device with me encrypted processed data.

87. (New) A method in accordance with claim 86, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted processed data fi'om said secure seifver to a central office.

i 88. (New) A method in accordance! w,

processed data in a second memory device^^si

87, further comprising storing the encrypted

central office.

89. (Amended) A method in ac&ord^ce wi^4i claim 88, wherein in response to a request

from an authorized individual, further comprising the steps of:

retrieving the encrypted preceded data from the second memory device; and

decrypting the retrieved encrypted processed data from the second memory device.

90. (New) A method in accordance with claim 89 wherein the authorized individual reviews

the encrypted processed data and silects a potential candidate volunteer as a potential candidate, the

method comprising:

communicating to the potential candidate volunteer the selection as the potential candidate.
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91. (New) A method in accordance with cla^ 90. wherein the communication comprises

one of:

(d) the central office contacting the po^ntial candidate in order to request permission for

the authorized individual to contact the potential (pndidate;

(e) the central office providing the authorized individual with contact information for the

potential candidate and the authorized individual communicating with the potential candidate; and

(f) the central office communicating to the potential candidate the selection and

providing contact information for the potential candidate to initiate contact with the one of the

I
authorized individual and an employee of the clinical trial associated with the authorized individual.

92. (New) A method in accor|ance with claim 73, further comprising generating a

certificate to verify transmission between individu#^td secure server.

93. A method in accordance with cl;

browser capable of supporting a secure /sockel

m 76, wherein the comg^r terminal employs a web

layer protocol.

94. (New) A method in accordance with claim 82, further comprising ensuring that

decrypted data stored at said secure server is not accessed by unauthorized personnel.

95. (New) A method in accordance with claim 94, wherein said ensuring step comprises at

least one of limiting access to said secure server to a minimum number of authorized personnel,

identifying as authorized personnel only trustworthy employees, and devising and implementing

procedures to ensure that only authorized personnel gain access to the decrypted data.
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96. (New) A method in accordance with claim 73, further comprising using said secure

server to generate an electronic opt-out form to hi displayed on the computer terminal, the opt-out

form providing for the subsequent removal owthe individual from consideration as a possible

candidate for one of a potential clinical trial ani a cUnical trial in progress based on the individual

entering personally identifying information on me opt-out form.

97. (New) A method in accordanceiwith claim 73, wherein the electronic agreement satisfies

all federal, state, and local rules, ordinances and regulations.

98. (New) A method in accordance with claim 85, wherein said secure server encrypts the

jf

data based on a shareware encryption pnptocol.

99. (New) A method in ac^eordai

protocol is Pretty Good Privacy.

ith claim 98f wherein said shareware encryption

100. (New) A method in accordance with claim 89, wherein said decryption of the retrieved

encrypted data from the second niemory device is performed using encryption keys stored on a disk

kept under physical surveillance.!

101. (New) The methop of claim 100 wherein the personally identifying information is one

I
of name, address, telephone number, e-mail address and name with birth date.
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102. (New) The method of claim 73 wherein the electronic agreement further relates to the

release of at least one of medical and personally identifying information.

103. (New) A method in accordance wi^ claim 102, wherein the electronic agreement is a

click wrap consent agreement.

104. (New) A method in accordance with claim 102, further comprising generating an

electronic survey form to be displayed at the lomputer terminal.

105. (New) A method in accordance

electronic survey form in response to receipt o

I
comprises at least one of information and

claim 104 further comprising displaying the

dividual' s consent to the electronic agreement.

106. (New) A method in accordance with claim 1<04, wherein the electronic survey form

edical related questions.

107. (New) A method in accordance with claim 104, further comprising encrypting data

entered by the individual in respons^to the survey form.

108. (New) A method inlaccordance with claim 107, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted data to a secure server vaa the network.
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109. (New) A method in accordance with olaim 108, wherein the network is one of an

Internet, world wide web, intranet, local area /letwork, wide area network, and wireless

communication network.

1 10. (New) A method in accordance withjclaim 108, further comprising decrypting the data

received at said secure server.

111. (New) A method in accordanc^ with claim 110, further comprising storing the

decrypted data in a first memory device associated^^flfa said secure server.

112. (New) A method in accordant

decrypted data retrieved from the first memojylpevice

er comprising processing the

113. (New) A method in accord^pce with claim 112, further comprising encrypting the

processed data.

114. (New) A method in accordance with claim 113, further comprising replacing the

decrypted data in the first memory devile with the encrypted processed data.

115. (New) A method in accjordance with claim 114, further comprising transmitting the

encrypted processed data from said secure server to a central office.
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116. (New) A method in accordance with/ claim 115, further comprising storing the

encrypted processed data in a second memory device Associated with said central office.

117. (New) A method in accordance witn claim 116, wherein in response to a request from

an authorized individual, further comprising the steps of:

retrieving the encrypted processed data^om the second memory device; and

decrypting the retrieved encrypted processed data from the second memory device.

//

118. (New) A method in accordance with claim 117 wherein the authorized individual

reviews the encrypted processed data and|selects^ potential candidate volunteer as a potential

candidate, the method comprising:

communicating to the potential candidate the selection as the potential candidate.

one of

119. (New) A method in accordance with claim 118 wherein tlie communication comprises

(g) the central office contacting the p^gntialc^Hmdat in order to request permission for

I
'

the authorized individual to contact trie potential candidate;

/'

(h) the central office providing the authorized individual with contact information for the

potential candidate and the authorized individual communicating with the potential candidate; and

(i) the central offic^j communicating to the potential candidate the selection and

providing contact information for the potential candidate to initiate contact with the one of the

authorized individual and an em|loyee of the clinical trial associated with the authorized individual.

V
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120. (New) A method in accordance wtth claim 102, further comprising generating a

certificate to verify transmission between individual and secure server.

121 (New) A method in accordance wim claim 104, wherein the computer terminal employs

a web browser capable of supporting a secure socket layer protocol.

122. (New) A method in accordance with claim 110, further comprising ensuring that

decrypted data stored at said secure server is not accessed by unauthorized personnel.

123. (New) A method in accordance Mih cMm 122, wherein said ensuring step comprises

at least one of limiting access to said seeure/^erver t^ a minimum number of authorized personnel.

identifying as authorized personnel only iru^'twor

I // ,
procedures to ensure that only authorized persoi

employees, and/aevising and implementing

gain access to the decrypted data.

124. (New) A method in accbrdanSs&with dpifn 102, further comprising using said secure

server to generate an electronic opt-Jut form to be displayed on the computer terminal, the opt-out

I
form providing for the subsequent/ removal of the individual from consideration as a possible

candidate for one of a potential clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress based on the individual

I
entering personally identifying infoimation on the opt-out form.

125. (New) A method jin accordance with claim 102, wherein the electronic agreement

satisfies all federal, state, and loeLl rules, ordinances and regulations.
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126. (New) A method in accordance with cjaim 113, wherein said secure server encrypts the

data based on a shareware encryption protocol.

127. (New) A method in accordance^ith claim 126, wherein said shareware encryption

protocol is Pretty Good Privacy.

1^

r

128. (New) A method in accordance with claim 117, wherein said decryption of the

I
retrieved encrypted data from the second r^emory device is performed using encryption keys stored

on a disk kept under physical surveillance.)

129. (New) The method of clair

of name, address, telephone number, e- lail ac

wherei/ the personally identifying information is one

d name with birth date.

130. (New) The method of claim 73 wherein th/^personally identifying information

comprises one of name, address, telephone number, e-maU^ddress and name with birth date and the

medical information comprises medical dato relevanJ>(?o being selected as a candidate for one of a

potential clinical trial and a clinical/trial in progress.

131. (New) A method for using a system for on-line recruitment of candidates for clinical

trials comprising the step of: /

receiving over a network from a computer terminal an individual's on-line consent to an

electronic agreement for volunteering for consideration as a member of a pool of potential

candidates for review and selection for one of a potential clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress.
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132. (New) A method for using a systen/ for on-line recruitment of candidates for clinical

trials comprising the step of:

providing an enrollment interface generated by a server over a computer network for access

by a plurality of remote computer terminals, the enrollment interface including an electronic

agreement for volunteering for consideration/as a potential candidate for one of a potential clinical

trial and a clinical trial in progress, whereby|a plurality of remote individuals can provide electronic

consent to the electronic agreement via the remote computer terminals.

133. (New) The method of 132|vherein the computer network is one of an Litemet, world

wide web, intranet, local area network, wide area^network, and wireless communication network.

134. (New) A method for using

trials comprising the step of:

providing on-line consent by/an ij

for volunteering for consideration ^s a

clinical trial in progress.

n-line recruitment of candidates for clinical

dividual at a computer terminal to an electronic agreement

otential candidate for one of a potential clinical trial and a

135. (New) The methodTOf claim 134 wherein the electronic agreement further comprises

volunteering for consideration as;|a potential candidate for one of multiple potential clinical trials and

multiple clinical trials in progress.

136. (New) The method of claim 134 wherein the electronic agreement further relates to the

release of at least one of medicil and personally identifying information.
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137. (New) The method of claim 136/wherein the personally identifying information

comprises one of name, address, telephone number, e-mail address and name with birth date and the

medical information comprises medical data relevant to being selected as a candidate for one of a

potential clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress.

138. (New) A system for on-line recruitment of candidates for clinical trials over a network

comprising:

a secure server generating an electronic agreement; and

at least one computer terminal on whic^ris displayed the electronic agreement, said at least

/ / ^ V
one computer terminal used by an individuM l^Tproyide consent to said electronic agreement m

! JK I
order to volunteer for consideration as a po^tial candidate for one of a potential clinical trial and a

clinical trial in progress.

139. (New) The system o| claim 138 wherein said electeohic agreement further relates to the

release of at least one of medical ai|d personally identifvi^Ig information data and wherein said at

least one computer terminal is

agreement including the releasefof the

used by the m<nvidual to provide consent to said electronic

140. (New) The system of claim 139 wherein the personally identifying information

comprises one of name, address, telephone number, e-mail address and name with birth date and the

medical information comprises medical data relevant to being selected as a candidate for one of a

potential clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress.

141. (New) A system for on-line recruitment of candidates for clinical trials over a network
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compnsmg:

a secure server generating an enrollment in&rface for transmission over a computer network

for access by a plurality of remote computer terminals, the enrollment interface including an

electronic agreement for volunteering for consid^ation as a potential candidate for one of a potential

clinical trial and a clinical trial in progress, wMreby a plurality of remote individuals can provide

electronic consent to the electronic agreement vjla the remote computer terminals.

142. (New) The system of 141 wherein the computer network is one of an Litemet, world

wide web, intranet, local area network, wide /area network, and wireless communication network.

143. (New) A computer database /inc

record corresponding to an individual v|ho

potential clinical trial and a clinical trial in

each of the records including//at

lurality of electronic records, each electronic

unteered as a potential candidate for one of a

ogress, the database comprising:

ast one piece of nigdlcal and personally identifying

information about the individual and an elem-onic consent te^olunteer as a potential candidate for

one of a potential clinical trial and a|Clinical

an acceptance of an electronic agreement over a computer network

gress provided by the individual by routing

144. (New) The computer database of claim 143, wherein the acceptance of the electronic

agreement is generated based on//the electronic agreement being displayed at a computer terminal

and the individual providing an acceptance to the agreement at the computer terminal.
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145. (New) The computer database of cMm 143, wherein the medical information is

generated based on a health survey being displayed at a computer terminal and the individual

providing the information as input at the computer/erminal.

146. (New) The computer database of claim 143 wherein the computer network comprises

one of an Internet, world wide web, Intran^, local area network, wide area network, and wireless

communication network.

147. (New) A method of selecting ^candidate for a clinical trial from a computer database

iMing a plurality of potential candidate

provided on-line consent to an agreem

inf

is/lach record corresponding to an individual who

lunteering as a potential candidate for one of a

rogre^, the method comprising the steps of:potential clinical trial and a clinical trial

I
applying a selection criterion to di leasfone of the potepfial candidate records;

identifying a potential candidatdlrecord which mafoies the criterion; and

selecting the individual cbrresponi

//
criterion for possible participation in the clinical trial

e potential candidate record which matches the

148. (New) The method of claim 147 further comprising contacting the individual

corresponding to the potential candidate record which matches the criterion to request that the

individual participate in the^linical trial.
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